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Schedule Description
This course focuses on the development of quantitative reasoning skills through in depth, integrated explorations of topics in mathematics, including real numbers systems and subsystems. Emphasis is on comprehension and analysis of mathematical concepts and applications of logical reasoning.
Prerequisite: MATH 45 or MATH 040 or completion of two years of High School Algebra
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Entrance Skills
Recognize that the key characteristic of a linear model is its constant rate of change. Recognize and create linear models in the form of tables, graphs, equations, and functions.

Requisite Course Objectives
MATH 040-Find the equation of a line and apply it to solve problems with a constant of change.
MATH 040-Create a linear model in the form of a table, graph, or equation.
MATH 040-Recognize when a table, graph, or equation is linear.
MATH 040-Interpret slope as a rate of change.
MATH 040-Interpret slope as a rate of change.
MATH 040-Recognize when a table, graph, or equation is linear.
MATH 040-Find the equation of a line and apply it to solve problems with a constant of change.
MATH 040-Create a linear model in the form of a table, graph, or equation.
MATH 045-Comprehend that the key characteristic of a linear model is its constant rate of change.
MATH 045-Recognize when a table, graph, or equation is linear and recognize when a scatterplot appears to show linear correlation and be able to describe this relationship and discuss how it does not necessarily reflect causation in written form.
MATH 045-Create a linear model in the form of a table, graph, or equation, including a line of best fit for a set of given points.
MATH 045-Find the equation of a line and apply it to solve financial and social sciences problems involving constant rates of change.
MATH 045-Understand the definition of a function including the use of function notation, arrow diagrams, graphs, and terminology such as domain, range, independent variables, and dependent variables.
Entrance Skills
Understand and use the language of algebra (such as variable, slope, and coefficient) and arithmetic (such as prime, factor, and multiple).

Requisite Course Objectives
ENG 061-Demonstrate the ability to think critically and express ideas using various patterns of development.
ENG 061-Demonstrate the ability to read and respond in writing beyond the literal interpretation of the text.
MATH 030-Communicate effectively with the instructor and mathematical community using proper terminology and correct notation.
MATH 040-Apply the definition of a function including function notation and terminology (domain and range).
MATH 040-Apply the definition of a function including function notation and terminology (domain and range).
MATH 045-Comprehend that the key characteristic of a linear model is its constant rate of change and interpret slope as a rate of change and relate slope to topics from social sciences.
MATH 045-Recognize when a table, graph, or equation is linear and recognize when a scatterplot appears to show linear correlation and be able to describe this relationship and discuss how it does not necessarily reflect causation in written form.
MATH 045-Understand the definition of a function including the use of function notation, arrow diagrams, graphs, and terminology such as domain, range, independent variables, and dependent variables.
MATH 045-Apply functions to topics from social sciences and consumer mathematics, including ceiling and floor functions.
MATH 045-Evaluate multivariate formulas useful in statistics and financial mathematics such as Max, Min, Arithmetic Mean, Median, Combinations, Permutations, and simple and compound interest formulas; know the mathematical and statistical symbols used in them; and become familiar with when each formula is applicable.
MATH 045-Understand the definitions one-to-one and inverse functions, including log functions, and observe them in applications from statistics and financial mathematics.
RDG 061-Understand multiple word meanings, uses synonyms

Entrance Skills
Apply the operations on integers, non-integers represented as fractions, and non-integers represented as decimals. Understand and use the commutative, associative, distributive, identity, inverse, and zero properties of real numbers.

Requisite Course Objectives
MATH 030-Communicate effectively with the instructor and mathematical community using proper terminology and correct notation.
MATH 030-Independently analyze and set up application problems, thus applying problem solving techniques to new situations. Also, anticipate and check proposed solutions.
MATH 045-Evaluate multivariate formulas useful in statistics and financial mathematics such as Max, Min, Arithmetic Mean, Median, Combinations, Permutations, and simple and compound interest formulas; know the mathematical and statistical symbols used in them; and become familiar with when each formula is applicable.
MATH 045-Evaluate root functions, including multivariate functions such as the standard deviation.
MATH 045-Investigate and practice general problem solving strategies, including Polya's problem solving techniques, pattern analysis, inductive and deductive reasoning examples, and estimation techniques for predicting feasible answers and discovering errors.
MATH 045-Evaluate expressions using summation notation, including those requiring the use of the order of operations involving sums of many values.

Entrance Skills
Interpret and create graphs in one- and two-dimensions that represent solution sets of equations and inequalities.

Requisite Course Objectives
MATH 040-Recognize when a table, graph, or equation is exponential and when a word problem can be modeled with an exponential function.
MATH 040-Solve root equations.
MATH 040-Graph and find the equation of a circle.
MATH 040-Graph systems of linear inequalities in two dimensions.
MATH 040-Find the equation of a line and apply it to solve problems with a constant of change.
MATH 040-Create a linear model in the form of a table, graph, or equation.
MATH 040-Determine whether a table, graph, or equation is linear.
MATH 040-Determine whether a table, graph, or equation is linear.
MATH 040-Create a linear model in the form of a table, graph, or equation.
MATH 040-Find the equation of a line and apply it to solve problems with a constant of change.
MATH 040-Solve 2x2 and 3x3 systems of linear equations.
MATH 040-Graph systems of linear inequalities in two dimensions.
MATH 040-Graph and find the equation of a circle.
MATH 040-Determine whether a table, graph, or equation is quadratic.
MATH 040-Graph a parabola by finding the vertex, intercepts, and other symmetric points.
MATH 040-Solve root equations.
MATH 040—Recognize when a table, graph, or equation is exponential and when a word problem can be modeled with an exponential function.

MATH 045—Recognize when a table, graph, or equation is linear and recognize when a scatterplot appears to show linear correlation and be able to describe this relationship and discuss how it does not necessarily reflect causation in written form.

MATH 045—Create a linear model in the form of a table, graph, or equation, including a line of best fit for a set of given points.

MATH 045—Find the equation of a line and apply it to solve financial and social sciences problems involving constant rates of change.

MATH 045—Solve 2x2 and 3x3 systems of linear equations and solve application problems from social sciences.

MATH 045—Graph systems of linear inequalities in two dimensions and find the coordinates of points of intersection, including application problems similar to examples from linear programming.

MATH 045—Understand the definition of a function including the use of function notation, arrow diagrams, graphs, and terminology such as domain, range, independent variables, and dependent variables.

MATH 045—Recognize when a table, graph, or equation is exponential and when a word problem can be modeled with an exponential function, including equations and graphs of functions similar to continuous probability distributions.

Entrance Skills
Understand and use basic geometric terminology (e.g. right triangle, square, rectangle, perimeter, area, volume, and angle).

Requisite Course Objectives
ENG 061—Demonstrate the ability to think critically and express ideas using various patterns of development.
ENG 061—Demonstrate the ability to read and respond in writing beyond the literal interpretation of the text.
MATH 030—Apply the principles of deductive reasoning in geometry and its applications.
MATH 030—Develop the practice of defining terms, thinking accurately, establishing conclusions through deductive reasoning, realizing: i. the importance of precise definitions in every body of knowledge; ii. how axioms and postulates of mathematics are necessary assumptions given without proof; iii. how propositions build on postulates and how basic propositions are used to prove more advanced propositions.
MATH 030—Communicate effectively with the instructor and mathematical community using proper terminology and correct notation.
MATH 045—Investigate and practice general problem solving strategies, including Polya's problem solving techniques, pattern analysis, inductive and deductive reasoning examples, and estimation techniques for predicting feasible answers and discovering errors.
MATH 045—Create, manipulate, and analyze tables and charts including an introduction to writing basic formulas in spreadsheets, describing shapes of frequency distributions, reading histograms, and the advantages disadvantages of a variety of diagrams such as Venn and Euler diagrams, pie/circle graphs, scatterplots, bar graphs, and time series.
RDG 061—Understand multiple word meanings, uses synonyms

Entrance Skills
Solve application problems and simple number puzzles using arithmetic and algebraic models.

Requisite Course Objectives
ENG 061—Demonstrate the ability to think critically and express ideas using various patterns of development.
ENG 061—Demonstrate the ability to read and respond in writing beyond the literal interpretation of the text.
MATH 030—Develop the practice of defining terms, thinking accurately, establishing conclusions through deductive reasoning, realizing: i. the importance of precise definitions in every body of knowledge; ii. how axioms and postulates of mathematics are necessary assumptions given without proof; iii. how propositions build on postulates and how basic propositions are used to prove more advanced propositions.
MATH 030—Independently analyze and set up application problems, thus applying problem solving techniques to new situations. Also, anticipate and check proposed solutions.
MATH 045—Investigate and practice general problem solving strategies, including Polya's problem solving techniques, pattern analysis, inductive and deductive reasoning examples, and estimation techniques for predicting feasible answers and discovering errors.
RDG 061—Read a variety of texts fluently.

Entrance Skills
Graph a circle by using the center point and radius. Find an equation of a circle by either using center point and radius or by completing the square.

Requisite Course Objectives
MATH 040—Graph and find the equation of a circle.
MATH 040—Graph and find the equation of a circle.
MATH 040—Solve quadratic equations by factoring, completing the square, taking square roots or the quadratic formula.
Entrance Skills
Recognize that a relation is a collection of ordered pairs and that a function is a relation that is a rule of assignment between independent and dependent variable. Recognize and use function notation.

Requisite Course Objectives
MATH 040-Apply the definition of a function including function notation and terminology (domain and range).
MATH 045-Understand the definition of a function including the use of function notation, arrow diagrams, graphs, and terminology such as domain, range, independent variables, and dependent variables.
MATH 045-Apply functions to topics from social sciences and consumer mathematics, including ceiling and floor functions.
MATH 045-Evaluate root functions, including multivariate functions such as the standard deviation.
RDG 061-Understand multiple word meanings, uses synonyms

Entrance Skills
Evaluate linear and non-linear functions. Create functions to model linear relationships.

Requisite Course Objectives
MATH 040-Recognize when a table, graph, or equation is exponential and when a word problem can be modeled with an exponential function.
MATH 045-Recognize when a table, graph, or equation is linear.
MATH 045-Creat e a linear model in the form of a table, graph, or equation.
MATH 045-Find the equation of a line and apply it to solve problems with a constant of change.
MATH 045-Recognize when a table, graph, or equation is linear.
MATH 045-Find the equation of a line and apply it to solve problems with a constant of change.
MATH 045-Recognize when a table, graph, or equation is quadratic.
MATH 045-Create a quadratic model with a table, graph, or equation and solve maximum and minimum problems.
MATH 045-Apply the definition of a function including function notation and terminology (domain and range).
MATH 045-Recognize when a table, graph, or equation is exponential and when a word problem can be modeled with an exponential function, including equations and graphs of functions similar to continuous probability distributions.
MATH 045-Understand the definitions one-to-one and inverse functions, including log functions, and observe them in applications from statistics and financial mathematics.

Entrance Skills
Use terminology concerning functions accurately. Construct the domain and range of a relation or function.

Requisite Course Objectives
ENG 061-Demonstrate the ability to think critically and express ideas using various patterns of development.
ENG 061-Demonstrate the ability to read and respond in writing beyond the literal interpretation of the text.
MATH 030-Develop the practice of defining terms, thinking accurately, establishing conclusions through deductive reasoning, realizing:i.the importance of precise definitions in every body of knowledge;ii.how axioms and postulates of mathematics are necessary assumptions given without proof;iii.how propositions build on postulates and how basic propositions are used to prove more advanced propositions.
MATH 030-Communicate effectively with the instructor and mathematical community using proper terminology and correct notation.
MATH 040-Apply the definition of a function including function notation and terminology (domain and range).
MATH 040-Apply the definition of a function including function notation and terminology (domain and range).
MATH 045-Understand the definition of a function including the use of function notation, arrow diagrams, graphs, and terminology such as domain, range, independent variables, and dependent variables.
MATH 045-Apply functions to topics from social sciences and consumer mathematics, including ceiling and floor functions.
MATH 045-Understand the definitions one-to-one and inverse functions, including log functions, and observe them in applications from statistics and financial mathematics.
RDG 061-Understand multiple word meanings, uses synonyms

**Entrance Skills**
Read and comprehend language about mathematics.

**Requisite Course Objectives**
ENG 061-Demonstrate the ability to read and respond in writing beyond the literal interpretation of the text.
MATH 030-Develop a knowledge and appreciation of the fundamental proposition symbols.
MATH 030-Develop the practice of defining terms, thinking accurately, establishing conclusions through deductive reasoning, realizing:i. the importance of precise definitions in every body of knowledge;ii. how axioms and postulates of mathematics are necessary assumptions given without proof;iii. how propositions build on postulates and how basic propositions are used to prove more advanced propositions.
MATH 030-Communicate effectively with the instructor and mathematical community using proper terminology and correct notation.
MATH 040-Apply the definition of a function including function notation and terminology (domain and range).
MATH 045-Recognize when a table, graph, or equation is linear and recognize when a scatterplot appears to show linear correlation and be able to describe this relationship and discuss how it does not necessarily reflect causation in written form.
MATH 045-Understand the definition of a function including the use of function notation, arrow diagrams, graphs, and terminology such as domain, range, independent variables, and dependent variables.
MATH 045-Evaluate multivariate formulas useful in statistics and financial mathematics such as Max, Min, Arithmetic Mean, Median, Combinations, Permutations, and simple and compound interest formulas; know the mathematical and statistical symbols used in them; and become familiar with when each formula is applicable.
MATH 045-Understand the definitions one-to-one and inverse functions, including log functions, and observe them in applications from statistics and financial mathematics.
RDG 061-Read a variety of texts fluently.
RDG 061-Understand multiple word meanings, uses synonyms

**Entrance Skills**
Communicate mathematical concepts from arithmetic and algebra orally and in writing.

**Requisite Course Objectives**
ENG 061-Use theses to organize paragraphs into coherent analyses.
ENG 061-Demonstrate the ability to think critically and express ideas using various patterns of development.
ENG 061-Demonstrate the ability to read and respond in writing beyond the literal interpretation of the text.
MATH 030-Develop the practice of defining terms, thinking accurately, establishing conclusions through deductive reasoning, realizing:i. the importance of precise definitions in every body of knowledge;ii. how axioms and postulates of mathematics are necessary assumptions given without proof;iii. how propositions build on postulates and how basic propositions are used to prove more advanced propositions.
MATH 030-Communicate effectively with the instructor and mathematical community using proper terminology and correct notation.
MATH 040-Apply the definition of a function including function notation and terminology (domain and range).
MATH 045-Comprehend that the key characteristic of a linear model is its constant rate of change and interpret slope as a rate of change and relate slope to topics from social sciences.
MATH 045-Recognize when a table, graph, or equation is linear and recognize when a scatterplot appears to show linear correlation and be able to describe this relationship and discuss how it does not necessarily reflect causation in written form.
MATH 045-Understand the definition of a function including the use of function notation, arrow diagrams, graphs, and terminology such as domain, range, independent variables, and dependent variables.
MATH 045-Evaluate multivariate formulas useful in statistics and financial mathematics such as Max, Min, Arithmetic Mean, Median, Combinations, Permutations, and simple and compound interest formulas; know the mathematical and statistical symbols used in them; and become familiar with when each formula is applicable.
MATH 045-Understand the definitions one-to-one and inverse functions, including log functions, and observe them in applications from statistics and financial mathematics.
RDG 061-Read a variety of texts fluently.
RDG 061-Write organized summaries reactions that capture main idea and supporting details.

**Entrance Skills**
ADVISORY SKILLS:
Demonstrate critical thinking skills when reading, composing and participating in class discussions.
Requisite Course Objectives
ENG 061-Use theses to organize paragraphs into coherent analyses.
ENG 061-Demonstrate the ability to think critically and express ideas using various patterns of development.
MATH 030-Demonstrate the ability to read and respond in writing beyond the literal interpretation of the text.
MATH 030-Develop the practice of defining terms, thinking accurately, establishing conclusions through deductive reasoning, realizing:
  i. the importance of precise definitions in every body of knowledge;
  ii. how axioms and postulates of mathematics are necessary assumptions given without proof;
  iii. how propositions build on postulates and how basic propositions are used to prove more advanced propositions.
MATH 030-Communicate effectively with the instructor and mathematical community using proper terminology and correct notation.
MATH 045-Recognize when a table, graph, or equation is linear and recognize when a scatterplot appears to show linear correlation and be able to describe this relationship and discuss how it does not necessarily reflect causation in written form.
MATH 045-Investigate and practice general problem solving strategies, including Polya's problem solving techniques, pattern analysis, inductive and deductive reasoning examples, and estimation techniques for predicting feasible answers and discovering errors.
RDG 061-Read a variety of texts fluently.
RDG 061-Write organized summaries reactions that capture main idea and supporting details.
RDG 061-Understand multiple word meanings, uses synonyms

Entrance Skills
Develop, organize and express ideas in both expository and research papers.

Requisite Course Objectives
ENG 061-Use theses to organize paragraphs into coherent analyses.
ENG 061-Demonstrate the ability to think critically and express ideas using various patterns of development.
ENG 061-Recognize features of style such as purpose, audience and tone integrate these elements into academic and professional writing.
ENG 061-Demonstrate the ability to use research skills including library resources such as books, periodicals, electronic databases and online resources such as the internet.
ENG 061-Demonstrate the ability to read and respond in writing beyond the literal interpretation of the text.
MATH 030-Develop the practice of defining terms, thinking accurately, establishing conclusions through deductive reasoning, realizing:
  i. the importance of precise definitions in every body of knowledge;
  ii. how axioms and postulates of mathematics are necessary assumptions given without proof;
  iii. how propositions build on postulates and how basic propositions are used to prove more advanced propositions.
MATH 030-Communicate effectively with the instructor and mathematical community using proper terminology and correct notation.
MATH 045-Recognize when a table, graph, or equation is linear and recognize when a scatterplot appears to show linear correlation and be able to describe this relationship and discuss how it does not necessarily reflect causation in written form.
MATH 045-Understand the definition of a function including the use of function notation, arrow diagrams, graphs, and terminology such as domain, range, independent variables, and dependent variables.
RDG 061-Read a variety of texts fluently.
RDG 061-Write organized summaries reactions that capture main idea and supporting details.
RDG 061-Understand multiple word meanings, uses synonyms

Entrance Skills
Exhibit appropriate vocabulary and style.

Requisite Course Objectives
ENG 061-Demonstrate the ability to use research skills including library resources such as books, periodicals, electronic databases and online resources such as the internet.
ENG 061-Demonstrate the ability to read and respond in writing beyond the literal interpretation of the text.
MATH 030-Develop the practice of defining terms, thinking accurately, establishing conclusions through deductive reasoning, realizing:
  i. the importance of precise definitions in every body of knowledge;
  ii. how axioms and postulates of mathematics are necessary assumptions given without proof;
  iii. how propositions build on postulates and how basic propositions are used to prove more advanced propositions.
MATH 030-Communicate effectively with the instructor and mathematical community using proper terminology and correct notation.
MATH 040-Apply the definition of a function including function notation and terminology (domain and range).
MATH 045-Recognize when a table, graph, or equation is linear and recognize when a scatterplot appears to show linear correlation and be able to describe this relationship and discuss how it does not necessarily reflect causation in written form.
MATH 045-Understand the definition of a function including the use of function notation, arrow diagrams, graphs, and terminology such as domain, range, independent variables, and dependent variables.
MATH 045-Understand the definitions one-to-one and inverse functions, including log functions, and observe them in applications from statistics and financial mathematics.
MATH 045-Investigate and practice general problem solving strategies, including Polya’s problem solving techniques, pattern analysis, inductive and deductive reasoning examples, and estimation techniques for predicting feasible answers and discovering errors.

RDG 061-Write organized summaries reactions that capture main idea and supporting details.

RDG 061-Understand multiple word meanings, uses synonyms

Entrance Skills
Demonstrate independent study skills and learning habits.

Requisite Course Objectives
ENG 061-Demonstrate the ability to use research skills including library resources such as books, periodicals, electronic databases and online resources such as the internet.
MATH 030-Develop intellectual maturity beyond mere recitation and rote learning of the facts of geometry.
MATH 045-Investigate and practice general problem solving strategies, including Polya’s problem solving techniques, pattern analysis, inductive and deductive reasoning examples, and estimation techniques for predicting feasible answers and discovering errors.
RDG 061-Read a variety of texts fluently.

Entrance Skills
Connect information gained from textbook readings and lectures to other disciplines.

Requisite Course Objectives
ENG 061-Demonstrate the ability to use research skills including library resources such as books, periodicals, electronic databases and online resources such as the internet.
ENG 061-Demonstrate the ability to read and respond in writing beyond the literal interpretation of the text.
MATH 030-Develop the practice of defining terms, thinking accurately, establishing conclusions through deductive reasoning, realizing: i. the importance of precise definitions in every body of knowledge; ii. how axioms and postulates of mathematics are necessary assumptions given without proof; iii. how propositions build on postulates and how basic propositions are used to prove more advanced propositions.
MATH 030-Develop intellectual maturity beyond mere recitation and rote learning of the facts of geometry.
MATH 030-Communicate effectively with the instructor and mathematical community using proper terminology and correct notation.
MATH 045-Recognize when a table, graph, or equation is linear and recognize when a scatterplot appears to show linear correlation and be able to describe this relationship and discuss how it does not necessarily reflect causation in written form.
MATH 045-Investigate and practice general problem solving strategies, including Polya’s problem solving techniques, pattern analysis, inductive and deductive reasoning examples, and estimation techniques for predicting feasible answers and discovering errors.
RDG 061-Read a variety of texts fluently.
RDG 061-Write organized summaries reactions that capture main idea and supporting details.

Course Content
1. Numeration systems
   a. history
   b. Hindu-Arabic numeration system
   c. place value systems
2. Integers
   a. structure and basic properties
   b. computational algorithms
3. Basic set theory and logic
   a. set operations
   b. Venn Diagrams
   c. DeMorgan’s Laws
   d. truth tables and equivalent statements
   e. deductive reasoning
   f. contradictions and tautologies
4. Basic number theory
   a. divisibility
   b. prime and composite numbers
   c. prime factorization
d. fundamental theorem of arithmetic
e. least common multiple and greatest common divisor

5. Rational numbers
   a. structure and properties
   b. ratio and proportion

6. Real numbers
   a. structure and basic properties
   b. arithmetic operations
   c. rational numbers and their fractional and decimal representations
   d. irrational numbers
   e. number line representation

7. Number Sense
   a. patterns
   b. advanced level problem solving
   c. communication
   d. connections
   e. modeling
   f. mathematical reasoning

8. Geometry
   a. geometric shapes
   b. measurement of length, area, and volume of geometric figures
   c. English and Metric systems
   d. coordinate geometry including distance, slope, equations in the coordinate plane, transformations, relations, and functions

9. National and state curriculum standards for elementary school math and implementation in the classroom.

Lab Content
1. Complete individual and group inquiry and investigations of concepts.
2. Complete contextualized assignments and manipulatives specific to elementary school pedagogy.
3. Participate in discussion of lecture material through discussion boards, presentations, and group projects to improve understanding of and communications skills involving mathematics.
4. Work on either paper or web-based worksheets to practice skills learned in lectures.
5. Solve logic puzzles, play games, and analyze principles individually and in groups.

Course Objectives

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Objectives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Objective 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objective 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objective 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objective 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objective 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objective 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objective 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objective 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objective 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objective 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objective 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objective 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objective 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objective 14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Objective 15  Apply geometric concepts to tessellate the plane.
Objective 16  Develop activities implementing state and national curriculum standards.

**Student Learning Outcomes**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>Requirement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Evaluate the equivalence of numeric algorithms and explain the advantages and disadvantages of equivalent algorithms in different circumstances.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Recognize the patterns found in mathematics and explain how those patterns facilitate the understanding of mathematics and number sense.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Analyze multiple approaches to solving various problems from elementary and advanced levels of mathematics related to sets, functions, and logic.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Design mathematical lesson plans for students in Prekindergarten - 6th grades that implement age-appropriate curriculum standards.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Methods of Instruction**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Please provide a description or examples of how each instructional method will be used in this course.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lecture</td>
<td>Lecture will be used for introduction and explanation of course topics.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discussion</td>
<td>Discussion will be used to review, explore, analyze, and evaluate various methods of solution.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology-based instruction</td>
<td>Video presentations may be used to introduce and explain new topics or demonstrate examples of concepts and activities used in primary and elementary school classrooms.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activity</td>
<td>Students will solve puzzles individually and in groups to explore concepts and to practice in-class activities that may be used in primary and elementary school classes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laboratory</td>
<td>Labs will be used for student exploration (individually or in groups) of the topics of the course.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Methods of Evaluation**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Please provide a description or examples of how each evaluation method will be used in this course.</th>
<th>Type of Assignment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Laboratory projects</td>
<td>Worksheets and write-ups of activities related to mathematical concepts covered in lecture and elementary school pedagogy.</td>
<td>In and Out of Class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Written homework</td>
<td>Homework assigned from text, online, and/or by means of worksheets requiring at least six hours per week.</td>
<td>Out of Class Only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid-term and final evaluations</td>
<td>Students will be evaluated by a comprehensive 2-hour final exam.</td>
<td>In Class Only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>Students will be evaluated by examinations involving problems that require the application of studied principles and skills to new situations as well as problems that mimic those done on homework and in lab activities.</td>
<td>In and Out of Class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student participation/contribution</td>
<td>Students will be evaluated by their participation in lab activities and classroom discussion. They may be required to turn in write-ups of these activities.</td>
<td>In Class Only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laboratory projects</td>
<td>Activities that allow students to demonstrate their mastery of the learning objectives and their ability to devise, organize and present complete solutions to problems.</td>
<td>In and Out of Class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College level or pre-collegiate essays</td>
<td>Students may be evaluated by writing summaries and analyses of mathematical and pedagogical concepts.</td>
<td>In and Out of Class</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Assignments

Other In-class Assignments
1. Attend classroom lectures and take notes.
2. Participate in non-graded activities and discussion groups to review, analyze, diagnose, and evaluate various methods of solution used on homework and in for-credit lab activities.

Other Out-of-class Assignments
1. Read textbook and supplementary assignments.
2. Complete other assigned homework such as pretests, projects, or take-home tests involving problems that require the application of studied principles and skills to new situations as well as problems that mimic those done on homework and in class.
3. Review notes.
4. Complete lab investigations and other assignments started in class.
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